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PERSONAL
SUNDRIES

BADGES

ZB/10 MILREMO-Attractive woven badge. White ground
with MILREMO Trade Mark in Black, Red and Blue. Suit
able for attaching to Track Suits, Racing Vests, Shorts
and Kit Bags, etc.

ZB/11 MILREMO-Plastic coat badge in famous MIL
REMO colours. Popular with the young newcomer.

This Section is devoted to those articles that can neither be classified as
Cycle Accessories nor as Cyclist's Clothing, but are nevertheless always in
demand by the cycling enthusiast. RON KITCHING is pleased to recom
mend these Sundries, many of which have been produce.d expressly to his
own design.

The range of Home Trainers in particular is unrivalled and while we
cannot guarantee that they will make you a "Race Leader" we know they
have helped many to be first past the chequered flag.

BOOKS ON CYCLING

ZB/53 KING OF SPORTS by Peter Ward (Paper Back)
110 page encyclopaedia of racing cycling. Well illus
trated and containing all one should know about train
ing, diet and racing.

ZB/54 KING OF SPORTS by Peter Ward (Hard Back).
ZB/55 CYCLING CRAZY by Charles Messenger.
ZB/60 CYCLING IS MY LIFE by Tommy Simpson.
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lG/10

ERGOMETERSYKKELS
ZH/55 OGLAEND-Model 970

Precision built with Swedish
steel tubing, the Ergometer
cycle weighs only 38 Ibs. A'
lifting handle enables the user
to move it around with ease.
Fitted with rubber pedals,
chainguard and speedometer
this rear wheel drive exerciser
has also a calibrated tension
mechanism which allows the
exact tension to suit the user
to be applied. Mattress saddle
and lock are also standard
equipment.

ZH/57 OGLAEND-ModeI960
as above except this machine
has no speedo and tension dial.

HOME TRAINERS
FITNESS all the year round. Don't wait for the sunshine .to
give you the urge to get fit-start your homework now With
a regular Home Trainer Session. Whatever the Weathe.r,
you can enjoy exercise in the co~fort of your home-m
the bedroom, or on the balcony or m the garage.

Breathing, weight reduction, .ml!scle trai~ing-:-you nam~·
it, Home Trainers or Rollers Will Impro~e It, With no. prob
lems due to bad weather. These machme~ are an I~v~st
ment and will last for years and years Without servlc.l~g.
These machines are now used by m?st of the British
Football Clubs including the FA Cup Wmners and League
Champions. Also _used in many hospitals and Health
Clinics.

GAMES
ZG/10 TOURMAN-British

Cycle Racing Game for 2 to
6 players. Incorporated are all
the thrills of massed start .
racing.

lE/51lE/50
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EXERCISERS
ZE/50 TERRYS-Ref. 452-303 Chest expander, 3 strand

with 20 lb. springs.

ZE/51 TERRYS-Ref. 1173A Sculling exerciser. This
apparatus reproduces the exhilarating rhythm of actual
river sculling. The sculler has a blue enamelled tubular
steel frame that can be separated into two parts for
convenient storage and has detachable springs for
varying strength of pull.

COMPASSES
ZC/40 STESCO-"56" Gilt finish 1t" dial pocket model

with loop at top for attachment to kit bag, etc. Weight
i oz.

CAPE ROLL
ZC/10 MILREMO-Fluorescent plastic roll to protect

cape or spare tubular. Available in Red, Green, Yellow
and Red.

;;CYCLE RACK
RON KITCHING has a happy knack of meeting bike
riders' requirements in the most efficient manner, and his
latest offering THE OUMOULlN RACK does just that.

Quickly fixed over the roof of any car by four attach
ments, it holds three or four bicycles with absolute security.
The plastic-covered hooks which grip saddle and handle
bars are quickly adjustable to all· sizes of bicycles.
Although the hold is so secure, the plastic covering
obviates all risk of damage, and straps or other fixing
devices are unnecessary. A single wingnut rapidly locks
the cycle safely into position.

The OUMOULlN RACK is an elegant solution to a
modern problem, meeting a demand that shows no signs
of lessening.
ZC/102 DUMOULIN-car roof rack to transport 3 racing

cycles.
ZC/103 DUMOULIN-car roof rack to transport 4 racing

cycles.
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Model 71
ZH/58

MOSJONETTES

COMPETITION SETS OF
TRAINING ROLLERS
ZH/51 JIC-Training rollers

connected to a competition dial
and pointers. Ideal for races
between two riders at indoor or
outdoor exhibitions. Also the
ideal machine for attracting new
members to your Club Room.

;,iiJ"P ZH/52 JIC-As above except
for four riders.

TRAINING ROLLERS

ZH/52

TRAINING ROLLERS
ZH/40 CINELLI-3Iarge 16"

diameter rollers. This apparatus
will fold into a length of only _
29" for easy storage. The rollers
can be easily removed to allow
cleaning or if the user is using
a cycle with a different size
wheel base. Weight 24 Ibs.

ZH/50 JIC-The favourite, made
of tubular steel which can be
easily stored. The rollers are
suspended, light in weight and
running on special bearings
deaden vibration and sound.
The clean lines avoid the risk
of punctures. Fully adjustable
to all wheelbases. Weight
16! Ibs.

ZH/60 de RON-The very latest
in cycle roller design. Fitted
with nylon rollers in a dural
frame which reduces noise. A
simple idea incorporated into
the alloy frame is a spring.
loaded catch which reduces the
rollers length for easy storage.
Weight 15! Ibs.

MOSJONETTES
ZH/58 OGLAEND-Model 71

a simple support stand with a
silent adjustable and powerful
resister that will quickly
convert your own cycle into a
stationary exerciser. This
model is ideal for those with
single freewheel or fixed wheel
cycles. Weight 10! Ibs.

ZH/59 OGLAEND-ModeI71/D.
As above but for cycles with
derailleur gears.

ZH/30 B.H.-Model 77 made in
Spain this exerciser is fitted
with chainguard, rubber pedals
and mattress saddle. A simple
device fitted through the
handlebar stem enables tension
to be easily applied to the
front wheel.

ZH/31 B.H.-Model 77L. As
model 77 this machine also has
incorporated in its design
unique arm exercisers; a speedo
is also fitted to this model.

ERGOMETERSYKKELS

Collapsible exercise cycle. Fitted with small
wheels on which it -can be put out of the
way when not in use.

Order number 90656

A few minutes a day for good
humour and fine form

The indoor cyclist
is always
in good condition

The ergometer cycle is designed for exact
measurement of work carried out. This
makes it possible to carry out precision
determinations of work carried out and
follow the condition. Used for scientific
purposes, in hospitals, gymnasiums, etc.,
but also useful in connection with training
for those who prefer to have exact control
over the degree of loading.

Order number 90650
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MAP MEASURES
ZM/19 STESCO-"39" Plastic case with metal gears and

moving parts. Full size calibrated dial on one side and
luminous compass on the other. Weight t oz.

ZM/25 STESCO-"47" a very popular model. Polished
nickel body with H" coloured dial on one side and com
pass on the other. Weight H oz.

MUSETTES
ZM/53 RON-KIT-"Super" 14" x 12". Available in Red,

Blue, Green, Black and Yellow with attractive RON-KIT
MILREMO-BERTIN-CINELLI-ZEUS etc. badges.

ZM/57 RON-KIT-"Super" multi-badged. Available in all
popular colours this musette has all the RON-KIT world
famous marques printed in white.

ZM/71 ALEX-SPORT-"Carte". The original Continental
Musette first introduced into Gr€.at Britain many years
ago. In strong white cotton 15" X 12" with ALEX-SPORT
badge executed in three colours on' map of Belgium.

KIT BAGS
ZK/20 RON-KIT-"Milremo" Le Petit Sac. Attractively

made in suede lined satinette with strong cord and
elastic connection. The ideal clubman Kit Bag being
extremely light and at the same time strong. Size
14!" x 8" in Red, Black, Blue and Green with attractive
MILREMO badge.

ZK/21 RON-KIT-"Milremo" Ciclismo Sac. Duffle bag in
rubber backed rayon. Printed in colours and with
insignia. Can be printed for Schools, Clubs, University
Athletics. Colours: Blue, Green, Black, Red and· Maroon.
Size 16".

KEY RINGS
ZK/10 ANQUETIL-Special plastic incorporating a photo

of the "master".

3 NEW MODELS from Jonas OGLAEND

Model 930

ZH/930 OGLAEND
M~del 930. Ergoped A new simplified

cycll~g exercIser that occupies less space
-wel.g~s less, ~ut still permits the same
beneficIal exercise to be taken indoors
Fully adjustable for small or tall-weak o~

"stro.ng, the 930 costs less due to its simple
design and construction.

ZH/950
~odel 9~0 Ergoped This is a sturdy· ver
sion desIgned for use in gymnasiums, club
rooms etc.

ZH/990
Model 990 Ergometer This model is re
com!!1e~ded to be used only for ergometry
and IS Ideal for laboratories PT institutes
and all scientific purposes. '

ZH/60 de RON The all alloy Training roller set.
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•
VAR
WORKSHOP
TOOLS

"ZS/35-Himalaya

SUNGLASSES AND GOGGLES

ZS/23 REG-965 Sunglasses. Black frame colours as
964.

ZS/25 REG-964 Sunglasses. Rhodoid shields. Colours:
Translucent, Yellow, Blue, Green or Brown.

ZS/40 HIMALAYA-"Tour de France" side shields and
elastic head band-these are the actual "Tour" issue.

ZS/35 HIMALAYA-"Grand Sport" plastic racing.

ZS/24 REG-963 Sports Goggles. Shield in hard plastic
chrome frame. Colours: Translucent, Yellow and Green
-;-with case.

ZS/36 HIMALAYA-"Super Universal" similar to above
with side shields.

\

~......;~';";';'~IIIia.... U ZM/10

ZSj24

mnr·-~~\=;
ZS/25 ./

PURSES
ZP/100 MILREMO-"Poche" plastic money purse, Ideal

for cyclists saving excessive wear on trouser pockets
by loose change.

STOP WATCH
ZS/10 SPERINA-Swiss anti-magnetic stop watch. Full

sweep minute hand timing up to an hour. Times accur
ately to one-tenth second.
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MAP MAGNIFIER
ZM/10 "MILREMO", neat, simple and ultra light thin

plastic magnifier, 3!" x 1t" in protecting plastic case.
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